Northern Grown Perennials-General Daylily Listing 2022
Plant Name

Description

Price

* = Tetraploid

* All Things To All Men

* Accidental Tourist

*

Another Man's Praise

* Aragon

* Ark Of Refuge
* Armageddon
* Around Sunrise

* August Wedding

* Badger State

* Banner Of Love

* Be Fruitful & Multiply
* Beauty To Behold
* Bela Lugosi
* Belgian Lace

Se dark pink-lavender w. blue toned-lavender watermark; highly
ruffled petals double edged with same blue toned lav.and an ivorychartreuse outer rim; well branched with high bud count; hybridizer
calls it her most potent parent for hybridizing; the large blooms are
BEAUTIFUL with great color expression. ATTAM has proven to
be a super parent for us.
Se rose lilac blend with unique mottling; outlined lavender
watermark and green throat. Absolutely eye appealing and totally
unique in appearance. Google this one for a picture. If you want
something with sharp teeth this should fit the bill..
D clean, clear rosy pink bitone. Very ruffled, wide gold borders.
Chartreuse throat. Reblooms consistently here; especially strong
rebloom on younger clumps. NGP introduction. See our Frostline
Daylily listing on this website for pics.
Se very round light gold w. bold, intense red eye; floriferous;
demands attention close at hand or across the garden. Good
branching with lots of striking bloom.
D large, clean, deep claret wine with chalky lavender watermark
and deep green heart; silver wire edging on petals; see picture and
description at our Frostline Daylilies page; new for 2018
Se lg, flaring, taylored DARKEST RED; deep, deep color
saturation; green heart; hard to find; makes large clump; we like it
SeD round, bright apricot-orange w. intense red eye; fine garden
presense, a distinctly different and appealing color presentation;
hard to find
D beautifully ruffled parchment creamy white; absolutely
distinctive and a great favorite here; REBLOOMER and a fine
parent for hybridizing. Singles as supply is very limited
Se rich, fluted/ruffled lavender pink of Unusual Form; early season
bloom with pleated throat; as season progresses, lavender base
lightens and blue toned lav eye usually appears; large blooms: NGP
introduction, Wisconsin bred
Se creamy yellow w. BOLD red eye and red picotee edging;
REBLOOMS readily here; its garden presence is absolutely
striking; yet to see a picture that does it justice; CHOICE
D dark pink w. intense merlot eye; ALWAYS REBLOOMS;
compact clumper, shorter, making a good candidate for the front of
a planting
D-Se THE very cleanest lemon self we have grown. Round ruffled
blooms with strong green heart
Se-D large, deep burgundy purple with lime eye; one of the best of
this color grouping and a fine Moldovan introduction
Se-D very large, broad light, very clean gold; highly ruffled; heavy
substance; distinctive appeal; nice plants available

$30.00

$10.00

$20.00

$8.00

$35.00
$8.00
$5.00

$15.00

$20.00

$20.00

$12.00
$8.00
$8.00
$8.00

* Big Apple
* Bill Tonn
* Black On Black
* Blood, Sweat And Tears
* Bluebird Of Paradise
* Born To Reign
* Breath Catcher

* Calligraphy

* Cartiers Gem

* Celestial Army
* Celestial Radiance
* Christian Fletcher

* Circus Comes To Town

* Cloud Of Witnesses
* Cobra Skin Necktie
* Coin Of The Realm
Condilla
* Creation Rejoices

D shocking cleanest cerise red with a bold green & white thr; ultra
BRIGHT! EXCELLENT
D huge, flaring lav-pink; large clumper; striking blooms on a fast
growing plant
Se-D shimmering, velvety, clean black w. green heart; almost
impossible to find; a choice garden plant and a stellar plant for
hybridizing; distinctive
Se huge, deep velvety raspb-red; etched pink eye; absolutely
intense, clean and clear of color white edges; personal favorite
D-Se lavender purple with a dominant washed blue eye leading to a
strong green throat. Distinctive expression. Do a Google image
search to see just how nice this one is.
Se, huge, clean, deepest dark purple w. rosy pink watermark;
knobby, silvery filigree edges; choice
D lg, clean creamy yellow wwith a precise pencilled red eye; green
throat; broad, flaring blooms
D flaring spidery lilac-lav tone with chartreuse heart outlined in
darker lav tones; early season blooms often have pleasing pleated
throat; later season bloom becomes a lighter pastel form of the early
expression; opens readily; rock hardy; see picture on NGP
introduction, has proven equally popular in Midwest and New
England and has proven its worth in Great Britain and
Norway. Wisconsin bred
Se taller, broad pink-ivory w/bold thr, penciled eye; super clean,
appealing color expression; a choice Munson introduction; large
clump; this one has been around for a while, but is remains top
quality; personal favorite; absolutely distinctive
D fine, cream/yellow with pink undertones; heavy gold edging;
heavy substance; holds well in strong sun
D round creamy white with very ruffled gold edges. Heavy
substance. Compact clumper. Choice.
Se lg, clean, clear,orchid-lavender blend w. orchid watermark; if
you enjoy clean lavenders, this one will please you
D creamy orange base with BRIGHT, CHEERY RED EYE eye and
etched red chevrons; strong chartreuse centers; taller and very
showy; see FROSTLINE DAYLILIES Introductions page for
pictures and description.
Se very large, rose toned lavender pink w. lighter watermarked band
and strong green throat; established clump readily produces 30+
scapes here--smothered with bloom
Se-D taller rich lavender with unique, notched chartreuse throat.
Google for the picture. A great favorite here.
Se exceptionally round, ruffled apricot/flesh/orange blend;
extreme substance that holds in the sun; small, deep green heart;
D round, fully and always DOUBLE; yellow gold; strong bloomer;
rock hardy
D soft, clean pink with a red eye; edged in the same red tone and
outlined in cream. Great branching with long bloom season

$5.00
$15.00
$12.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$8.00

$15.00

$6.00

$12.00
$15.00
$8.00

$30.00

$20.00
$10.00
$10.00
$6.00
$15.00

* Dare To Be Different

* Dark of Night
* Dead Eye Dick
* Decatur Purple
*

Defining Moment

* Dragon Rider

* Dragon Ship

* Ebony Standard
* Egyptian Ibis
* El Bandito

* Elegant Era

Emerald Starburst

* End Of The Age
* English Lavender
* Entwined In the Vine

* Fear Not

* Fearfully & Wonderfully Made

D a color expression totally unique: something of a deep mauvelavender with a merlot eye, green heart and streaks of merlot
streaking out on the sepals. See picture on Frostline Daylilies on
this website.
Se plush, velvety black-purple with contrasty chartreuse and green
throat; strong bloomer
D clean yellow with intense red eye that feathers out onto the flower
segments. Strong grower, making bright garden presence
D hardy grape purple w. chartreuse heart; strong clumper
D-Se rich blood red with striking cranberry pink watermark and
gold filigree, green throat.
D early, flaring purple with strong green heart; early bloom often
nicely pleated; segment usually curl and turn, making an even more
interesting presentation; rock hardy and always nice; has proven
popular in Midwest and NE Coast; NGP introcution, Wisconsin
bred
D flaring, intense, dark red with BOLD chartreuse centers; one of
those expressive blooms that shows from a distance, especially in
that it is on the taller order; strong grower/bloomer; see
FROSTLINE DAYLILIES Introductions page for picture and
further descriptions
D very deep, rich, intense MERLOT with bitter green heart.
Se bitone orchid-lavender w. grn. throat; beautiful color
Se ruffled, strong chart.-yellow w. purple eye & rims Choice;
LATE; if you like El Desperado, this "El" is far superior in all
regards
D tall, ruffled, glittering antiony gold; favorite year after year; this
one has been around for a while, but I am always impressed by its
distinctiveness and appeal; quickly forms large commanding clump
Se flaring red with large DOMINANT, INTENSE GREEN
THROAT. This one has the greenest green that we have seen here.
Good grower and a consistent REBLOOMER in our zone 4
nursery. An absolutely choice bloom. We use it heavily for
hybridizing
D rosy apricot bi w. chartreuse-gold ruffled edges, red eye, green
thr; strong grower, unique color expression
Se THE cleanest blue toned lav-pink with green heart and silveery
ruffled edging; a personal favorite here; CHOICE
Se-Ev 8" UF flaring lav.; lavender w. darker lav. eye/edges;
uniquely patterened; small clump w. big blooms; this is one of
those "must have" daylilies; DISTINCTIVE and CHOICE
D late; bright, clean red; round, heavy subst; bold wm thr;
absolutely rock hardy in coldest climates; personal favorite, and for
good reason; increasingly popular
D edged pink-coral w. cranberry eye; TOTALLY DISTINCTIVE
and CHOICE; striking boom that stands out from a distance; often
REBLOOMS here; personal favorite; just a few

$40.00

$5.00
$6.00
$5.00
$22.00

$15.00

$20.00

$8.00
$5.00
$6.00

$10.00

$20.00

$14.00
$15.00
$18.00

$15.00

$20.00

* Fight The Good Fight

* Finish The Race

Flight Of Doves
* Flying Swan
* Fooled Me
* Fountain of Life
* Free The Captives

From Sea To Shining Sea

FROSTLINE DAYLILIES
* Going Green
* Grand Rouge

* Greatest Gift Of All
Green Spill
* Guard Your Heart

* Guernsey Cream

* Handwriting On The Wall
* Heartbeat Of Heaven

D smooth cream base; INTENSE merlot eye and rims; There are
lots of creams with darker eyes, but none matches FTGF for clarity
and intensiry of a deep merlot-black eye. Choice and a favorite
here
Se ivory w. distinctive feathered lavender-blue eye and edges; the
patterning is unique and dominant; consistent REBLOOMER here;
Choice
D clean green toned cream with strong pink edges; bitter green
heart; color is always sharp; shorter, for front of border; NGP
introduction, Wisconsin bred
Se-D pale cream w. chartreuse tones; beautiful ruffling; TOPS
D fully round, deep yellow with dark red eye; if you want
something that is BOLD, this is the one
Se dk pink lav w. bluish lav eye; ivory borders; opens readily;
strong grower; always REBLOOMS here even in dry summers
(we do not irrigate)
Se-D very large, striking grape-cranberry with dominant merlot eye
and green throat. Exceptionally clean, intense color. Taller
Se merlot wine with bluish lavender centers and edges; green throat;
large, flaring, impressive bloom; deep rich super saturated color; we
have appreciated the color expression and super branching. A fine
parent for hybridizing
Check out our Frostline introductions on this website. All our
introductions are available in picture form on the site.
Ev recurved, ruffled cream w. green heart and edges
Se-D deep, intense, very clean, shimmering red w. green heart;
compact, lower growth; not brand new, but we have yet to see
another red of such color; still use it in hybridizing--it's that good;
hard to find; just a few
Se lg, deep, pink toned yellow often w. heavily scalloped edging;
compact clump, heavy substance; holds in strong sun
D rich cherry self with large, dominant apple green throat
Se round lavender-grape with a deeper, bold blue-lavender eye;
edged in blue-lavender and cream. Both beautiful and striking; one
of Karol Emmerich's finest.
D I grew up milking Guernseys so it made sense that this large,
clean butter yellow with lemon heart should bear the Guernsey
name; fragrant bloom; large numbers of scapes produced in
staggered form, producing long bloom; one of the very last to bloom
here; strong grower, making a large, impressive clump; accordingly,
see picture and description at our Frostline Daylilies page on this
website
Se flaring, somewhat crispate type creamy lavender with highly
patterned red and lave-blue eye; totally complex expression
Se lg, bold lav-pink w. lighter watermark and wide, very ruffled
(often scalloped) ivory borders; grand clump; EXCELLENT; one
of those Midwest bred "must have's"

$20.00

$18.00

$12.00
$6.00
$5.00
$15.00
$35.00

$35.00

$10.00
$10.00

$10.00
$5.00
$25.00

$20.00

$20.00
$25.00

* Heir To The Throne

*

Heman

* Here Abide Dragons

Heritage House

* Highland Lord

* House Of The Sun
* Huckleberry Candy
* Icicles
* Illini Jackpot
* Imperial Conquest
* In The Shadows
* Indian Paint Brush
* Intelligent Design

* Invocation

Janice Brown
* Jerry Hyatt
* Killer

D cleanest toned, wide petaled pink w. wide gold edging; yellow
throat, green heart; extravagantly ruffled; opens readily; highly
branched w. lots of buds; strikingly beautiful as a clump; CHOICE
and a favorite here for hybridizing; just a few
D orange-red bitone on gold background; wide, knobby, toothy
borders on petals. Has a real punch in the garden with its bold
presentation. Large bloom. Unique and worthy.
D a UF (unusual form) that we finally have enough to list; deepest,
cleanest claret wine with merlot brushings on petal edges and
centers; strong green heart; narrower ruffled petals that are usually
pleated, especially in early bloom flush; segments twist and turn in
an unrully, expressive fashion; see pictures and description at our
Frostline Daylilies page; a fine parent plant for hybridizing. .
D deep violet-lavender with a lighter watermark and an INTENSE
BITTER GREEN THROAT that stands out strongly. Rock hardy
and often with rebloom. See picture and more detailed description
on our Frostline Daylily page.
D DOUBLE red wine that is always double in form. Opens fully
here. We used to grow many doubles and as we thinned them down
this is one of the best of what we have remaining--for good reason
D VERY round and ruffled clean yellow with mildly bitone
expression during parts of the bloom season. Nicely branched and
extra attractive bloom.
D lg, clean,creamy lavender w. bluish purple watermark around eye;
full, flaring; great clump; our favorite of the "Candy" series
D-Se icy pink self with double edge of white and gold drops;
another choice favorite here; color is exceptionally clean and
enticing
D darker red w. green throat; highly branched with loads of bloom
D lg, clean, deep purple w. grn throat; heavy subst.
D Deep, nearly black type red; heavy substance; chartreuse
chevrons extend out on bloom segments, creating nice appeal; rock
hardy, strong grower; NGP introduction, Wisconsin bred
D clean orange-pink w. bright red eye; hard to beat
D-Se large, flaring, taylored lav. w. intense purple eye; large;
increasingly popular, making a striking clump; usually reblooms
here
Se large bloom of cleanest, dripping cherry red with green heart; tall
with good branching; absolutely elegant bloom in all regards and
stanging high enough to be readily notices; favorite here; NGP
introduction, Wisconcin bred
Se-D clear pink w/hot pink eye; grn. thr; compact clump; it has been
around for a number of years, but it remains one of our favorites of
the eyed minis; TOPS
Se unique lilac orchid with a deep violet eye and green heart. The
contrast is intense, creating a really distinctive garden presence.
D tall, round, intense purple w. green heart; impressive clumper

$30.00

$15.00

$30.00

$30.00

$8.00

$10.00
$6.00
$25.00
$5.00
$6.00
$10.00
$5.00
$18.00

$30.00

$5.00
$10.00
$6.00

* King Cobra

* Kingdom Without End

* Late Pink

* Laughing Giraffe

* Lavender Tempest

* Light Of The World
* Little Light Of Mine

* Man of Sorrows

* Moon Mountains

* Moon Over Narnia

* Moonlit Masquerade
* Mt Ararat

* Navajo Sunset
* Nordic Night
Northwind Curly Joe

Northwind Dancer
Norton Chartreuse Eyed

D absolutely striking UF type; 10" starlike bloom with red petals
and yellow sepals; strong green throat. Loaded with yellow teeth
and tendrils. Has been a surefire rebloomer for us, sending up
2 and often 3 sets of bloomscapes.
Se clean, bright,cranberry red w. bold watermark; white edges; great
branching and bud count; EXCELLENT; personal favorite;
always REBLOOMS here; just a few
D very late blooming, flaring, light rosy pink; fine bloom, but even
more noticeable when there is so little still blooming in the garden.
Finally enough to list again.
D TOOTHY, knobby edged rusty red & gold bitone. One of THE
MOST STRIKINGLY UNUSUAL FORM blooms. Color shouts
across the garden. Flaring and bold!
Ev finally enough to list again of this sharp eyed lavender; unique
blue toned eye edged in purple; cirspate form; early bloom;
excellent branching; long bloomer; evergreen, but grows readily for
us
D-Se round, ruffled light yellow w. bold red eye; strong grower;
usually REBLOOMS here; well known and appreciated
D floriferous, ruffled cream w. red eye; strong bloomer; smaller
version of LOTW and an even stronger bloomer
D early, deepest, purest raspberry red w. pink watermark and
green throat; opens readily; absolutely dripping with rich color;
personal favorite that would be in our top ten; performs beautifully
and consistently.
D peach w. raised scallops & horns on petals; one of a kind;
usually reblooms in zone 5, sometimes in 4
D large midseason blooms ranging from melon-pink to creamy pink
in expression, depending on weather/soil; highly
ruffled/pleated/teardrop edges; strong grower; see FROSTLINE
DAYLILIES Introductions page for picture and description
D creamy white w. strong purple eye/edges; good bud count; highet
award winner
Se intense cleanest purple w. watermarked blue heart; grn. throat; If
you like deep purples, you will absolutely enjoy Mt A; it is
ALWAYS CHOICE; CONSISTENT REBLOOMER here
D very round, very ruffled blooms with intense persimmon color;
see FROSTLINE DAYLILIES Introductions page for picture and
description
Se rich, deep purple w. nice green throat; strong bloomer
D unusual spider form; pastel pink with chartreuse heart. Tall with
candelabra type branching and high bud count. 7-8" bloom.
D 8" pink-lav spider with candelabra branching and lots of bloom.
TOP Midwest award winner for good reason; quickly forms large
ultra showy clump. Garden show piece. HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED
D strong chartreuse w. light red eye; LATE BLOOM

$30.00

$25.00

$8.00

$12.00

$12.00

$10.00
$10.00

$25.00

$8.00

$20.00

$6.00
$25.00

$12.00
$5.00
$8.00

$8.00
$5.00

Norton Red Eye

* Nosferatu
* Not Guilty
* Omamuki
* On To Something
*

Orange Piecrust

* Parting The Waters

* Pathway Of Peace
* Persian Ruby
* Pirate's Smile
* Platinum Plus
* Plum Hagar
* Poinsiana Regal
Politically Incorrect

* Potter's Wheel

* Purple On The Vine

* Rabble Rouser
Rainbow Maker

D intense gold w. dominant, bold red eye; up to 5-way branching on
bloomscapes, giving prolonged bloom season. Very hard to come
by. We finally have a decent supply. A favorite here and rock
hardy.
D lg, deep, ruffled purple w. strong grn. thr; large, striking clumps;
very popular and rightly so; tops
Se deep, clean cranberry-rose with pink watermark and pink edging;
good branching; SUPER INTENSE COLOR
Se clean, ruffled creamy white w. green throat; early. Excellent!
Se unique, flaring, rather taylored form of clean lav-pink w. darker
lav. eye zone and strong green heart; distinctive
D clean melon orange self with nicely ruffled edges that makes
good garden presence; strong grower; not one of those "off colored"
oranges
D smooth lavender-pink with ruffled cream edging; cloverleaf green
heart. Often reblooms here. Late bloomer. See our FROSTLINE
DAYLILIES Introductions page for picture and further information
D very round and widely ruffled cream; pink infusion, intense
yellow edging; strong green heart; opens readily; REBLOOMER
personal favorite; rock hardy; choice
D deep purple-red with bold chartreuse throat; large blooms that
attract attention across the garden. Extreme color saturation.
Se flaring taylored lavender w intense red band and DOMINANT
GREEN THROAT. Usually reblooms here. Choice daylily that
stands out among its peers.
D round, parchment white w. strong green throat; has been around
for a while, but still very nice
D deep plum purple; compact clumper; strong bloomer
Se huge, velvety rich velvety RED with ember undertones; lg.
clump; late; was introduced at $300 for good reason. Has proven to
be a good parent as well. EXCELLENT
D pinkish lavender, darker eye, green throat; unusual crispate form
D round, highly ruffled lavender-pink with faintly darker blue-toned
eye; tightly ruffled and pleated creamy silver rims; CHOICE
expression; REBLOOMS FAITHFULLY here each year; see
FROSTLINE DAYLILIES Introductions for a good picture and
more detailed description.
D Deep, shimmering, deep wine-purple with bitter green heart;
recurving bloom form; opens readily; taller--for back of border;
nicely branched; NGP introduction, Wisconsin bred
D bittersweet orange with deep, clean red eye and red wire rims;
rock hardy and strong grower; some of the nicest foliage for color of
all the hems we grow here; NGP introduction, Wisconsin bred
D maroon pink with a patterned magenta-blue eyezone. Unusual
and appealing bloom. Choice!

$12.00

$6.00
$30.00
$6.00
$8.00
$5.00

$25.00

$18.00
$6.00
$18.00
$5.00
$5.00
$8.00
$8.00

$25.00

$15.00

$14.00
$18.00

* Rapscallion

* Raspberry Cordial

* Raspberry Freckles

* Red Hot Embers

* Red Hot Embers

* Red Volunteer

* Repeat The Sounding Joy
* Return To Narnia
* Rocks Cry Out

* Rodeo Cowboy
* Rolling Stone
* Ruby Throat
* Sable Song

* Secret Of Contentment
* Seminole Wind
* Sermon On The Mount
* Seven Seals

Se-D Smaller, round intense black-red; unique, pointed chevrons
reach out onto petals; offset w. strong green heart; distinctly
different; one of those daylilies that is not wall known, but popular
with garden visitors hard to find
D deepest, darkest, clean raspberry red with super intense color;
very nicely ruffled with near black edges; personal favorite; see
FROSTLINE DAYLILIES Introductions page for picture and
further description
D-Se cream base with freckled pink wash on our portion of
segments; clean, appealing color expression; NGP introduction,
Wisconsin bred
D molten lava red/orange; HOT, INTENSE, BURNING
expression; nicely branched; long season bloomer; see picture and
description at our Frostline Daylilies page; new for 2018
D bold lava/ember red with darker eye. The color is super intense
and carries well in the garden. Very good branching even here in
zone 4. A favorite here that garden visitors are drawn to. We have
enough to offer again. See picture under Frostline Daylilies here on
our website35
D taller, award winning bright red w. green heart; large,
commanding clump; very popular
Se darkly veined, red toned cranberry; darker blue hued lav.
watermark, green heart; beautifully banched; opens readily; choice
hybridizing plant; often REBLOOMS here; striking clump; another
personal favorite
D
D shocker red bitone with tan and gold edging; extreme ruffling;
totally novel; high bud count; STRIKING, BOLD. Knock out
presentation. A fine parent for hybridizing.
D clear, simmering, bright red w. green heart; tall with blooms held
well above foliage; makes very large clump; hard to find this one
available
D unique, bing cherry expression w. strong green heart; rimmed by
fine white edging on segments; newer
D tall brightest red with strong green hearat; good color contrast and
formina a large, commanding clump
D-Se EXTRA EARLY dark red with chartreuse eye; recurves and
opens readily; strong bloomer and popular in Midwest; NGP
introduction, Wisconsin bred
Se lg. mid tone lavender w. grayed watermark and strong green
heart; very ruffled w. ivory edges; often reblooms here; not your
"average" ruffled bloom!
Se huge, full, round PINK; always holds its own; choice bloom
D lg, broad, clean purple w. heavy substance; white edging and
intense green throat; taller
Se striking dark pink lav. w. dominant blue toned violet eyezone;
same color on picotee rims outlined in cream; late; the color effect
is STRONG; do a Google search for a pic

$10.00

$25.00

$10.00

$35.00

$35.00

$6.00

$25.00
$35.00
$30.00

$6.00
$10.00
$5.00
$14.00

$15.00
$6.00
$20.00
$15.00

* Signet Ring
Siloam Amazing Grace
* Spacecoast Dream Catcher
* Spacecoast Krinkles
* Spell Breaker

* Spreading My Wings

* Storm Shelter
* Strawberry Candy
* Strutters Ball
* Swallow Tail Kite
* The Blues Project

Three Gifts
Three Of Diamonds
* Tiger Eye Hager
* Time Drifter
* Time Traveler
* Timeless Truth
* Tyger River

*

Under His Wings

D medium red w. triangular yellow throat; ruffled gold edges; forms
compact clump; strong grower; Rebloomer; NGP intro
D exquisite, round, ruffled, lemon yellow self; grn. thr; TOPS
Se tall, beautifully branched, long bloom season w. REPEAT
BLOOM here; clean pink w. patterned, penciled red eye; a great
favorite here; established clump is striking
D very smooth coral apicot blend with heavy substance and ultra
ruffled. Strong bloomer.
Se-D tall, heavily saturated, BRIGHT red w. grn. throat; makes very
large clump
D extra large, flaring clean ruffled lavender of taylored form; darker
lavender eye feathers out on petals; often with deeper lavender
flecking; REBLOOMER with 4-5 branches and up to 30 buds;
initial bloom flush readily reaches 7.5 inches and then 7 inches at
peak bloom; see picture and description at our Frostline Daylilies
page.
Se round lav-pink w. huge black merlot eye/rims; INTENSE,
STRIKING COLOR SATURATION and CONTRAST; always
fine
D clear pink w. red picotee edging and bright red eye
D shorter, watermarked black-purple with strong grn. Throat; strong
grower
Se-D very clean, flaring lavender with dominant watermark and
green throat; very pleasing color expression
D-Se this is one of our absolute favorites amond those daylilies with
a good blue watermark eyezone. Base color is a rich violet
lavender. Great branching and good bud count. Choice parent
D DOUBLE clean peachy pink; 100% double blooms; later season
bloom; controlled clump form for front of border; NGP introduction
D bright red w. bright, dominating green throat
D huge, flaring tawny orange w. intense red eye; this makes a
commanding clump that is impossible to be ignored
Se clean, lg, deep pink w. green throat; nice each year
D round, glittering champagne w. purple eye; opens readily;
distinctive
D lav-pink w bluish lavender band; grape-lav picotee rims outlined
in cream; color is absolutely unique; we have found it to be a super
parent for hybridizing; CHOICE
Se HOT deep orange w. bold red eye and rims; this one has the
"verve" to stand out in the garden
D recurving, bright, clean cranberry red with notched, feathered
watermark and good green heart; the kind of color that shouts;
taller, for back of border; strong bloomer; dominant presence in the
garden; NGP introduction, Wisconsin bred; take a look at the pic on
the Frostline Daylilies page. While UHW does not rebloom here,
customers in zone 5+ indicate consistent rebloom.. Check our
Frostline Daylilies page for picture and further description.

$15.00
$5.00
$12.00
$12.00
$5.00

$30.00

$10.00
$5.00
$5.00
$10.00
$22.00

$12.00
$5.00
$8.00
$6.00
$8.00
$15.00
$8.00

$25.00

* Vanishing Mist
* Via Dolorosa
* Vision Of Things To Come
* Way Of Life
White Temptation
* White Tie Affair
* Winning Streak

* Wordcraft

* Yuletide Greetings

Se grape lavender with dominant gray-lavender watermark that
spreads across the face of the bloom.
D distinctive, intense blood red w. softer, red-pink watermark,
green thr; usually REBLOOMS
D-Se rich deep cranberry with darker eye and green throat. Large
bloom that is among the best we grow. Absolutely choice!
D-Se round purp0le with a distinct violet lavender eye and edge
over a green throat. Good parent for blooms with blue centers.
D lg, flaring, showy creamy white; lg. clump; taller scapes
Se-D full-formed creamy white; large, lovely bloom
D smooth, pink-beige spidery UF type with strong, bold chartreuse
centers; segments usually twist giving added interest; strong grower.
Check for picture on our Frostline Daylilies section of the website.
D cleanest bright yellow expression; very early season bloom with
strong bud count; clumps sport large numbers of scapes; nicely
ruffled; not just "another" yellow; see our FROSTLINE
DAYLILIES Introductions page for picture and further information
D flaring intense red with STRONG, DOMINANT green heart;
often displaying white "twinkles" and a gray-lavender eye
depending on weather, but always nice sharp; color expression is
especially strong; rock hardy; strong grower; NGP introduction,
Wisconsin bred
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